Welcome to the Butterfly
Room!
Happy Spring!
Thank you for all the
donations and hard work that
went into making our auction
a success.
We appreciate all the items
we received for our egg hunt.
The children had lots of fun.
We have been discussing
spring and all the wonderful
changes that come with the
new season. Our class has
been watching the lady bug
larva and caterpillars going
through their changes. It has
been exciting to watch the
caterpillars grow incredibly
fast. They are in their
chrysalis now and we will
have butterflies and lady
bugs emerging soon!
Birthday celebrations:
February 23rd Hazel
March 11th Sofia
March 30th Adie and River

Elise and Gavin using the
word puzzles

Grace has begun word building
with the
Moveable alphabet

I hope you enjoy the photos
of your children

Sapphire pinpricking a
triangle

Raymond and Anders using the
moveable alphabet to write
words

Max and Abby doing
subtraction with the strip
board

Mila is doing sink and float

Whitley using a blindfold
with the geometry cabinet

Sofia and Anders using
coloring box 3 (putting
colors in order of shades)

Whitley and Elise using the
memory counting work

Elise and Gavin watching the
guinea pigs and sharing a hug

Adie and Mila matching
fabrics using their
blindfolds
Hazel and Grace using the
binomial and trinomial cubes

Adie using a blindfold with
the geometric cabinet

Raymond making his solar
system

JD and Brandon doing
subtraction with the golden
beads
Kinsley and Max using the 100
board

Sofia using the deconomial
square

Hazel doing yoga

Riley scrubbing underlays

Riley stitching a heart

River feeding Millie

Brandon labeling the United
States map

JD scrubbing an underlay
Adie sorting with her
blindfold

Madelyn using her blindfold
to do sorting

River sorting with her
blindfold

Sapphire and Elise walking on
the line

Kinsley and Abby doing “birds
eye”
(matching number cards to
golden beads)

Madelyn arranging flowers

We hope you have a great
month!
Nina and Cindy

